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PREFACE
I would like to extend my thanks and appreciation
to Fred Meyer, my late friend and advisor who always
reminded me that art must include simplicity,
spontaneity, and nobility to be great; and to dedicate
my thesis work in loving memory of my brother, Peter.
INTRODUCTION
In my thesis I plan to transmogrify my immediate
surroundings within the context of the city and to
share with its viewers the possibilities of extended
powers of perception.
I. The Influence of Primitive Art
The ability to transform resources or found
objects into artwork involves the process of what I
shall term transmogrification. From the beginning of
time primitive people have used the materials most
readily available in their environment to make things.
The objects made by primitive man were incorporated
into everyday life bringing a spiritual quality to the
everyday object and to life
itself.1
In the early 1970 's exposure to American Indian
Art began to influence my artwork. The purity and
simplicity with which the American Indians interwove
"art work" throughout their everyday lives gave a
spirituality to their everyday existence. A
hand-
carved bow and arrow could be admired for its
craftsmanship alone, but there is so much more beneath
the surface. There is a spirituality present:
adornment believed to increase the luck of the hunt,
thanks to the Omnipotent, and a sense of pride in
ownership. Clothing and tepees were artistically
1Norman Feder, American Indian Art (New York:
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1965), p. 13.
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adorned; religious statues, masks and
ceremonies gave a
framework for the society to work in. When
one
couples this spirituality with the
resourcefulness of a
people who were able to transmogrify available
resources artistically into needed supplies, it is easy
to see why I am drawn to primitive works.
It was in the City library that I first
encountered the modern-day Huli tribe of Papua, New
Guinea. There was a book on the shelf, Man as Art:
New Guinea2, whose cover is a man decorated by a blaze
of paints, plumage and flora in preparation for a
ritual ceremony. The men of New Guinea adorn
themselves with headdress and jewelry in a colorful
display that expresses both individuality and pride in
their clan.
Every facet of life within this primitive New
Guinea tribe is steeped in art. There is no ordinary
world; everything is extraordinary. Man himself
becomes art. It is as if man has seen himself and his
environment with fresh eyes, always seeing potential in
what he's looking at. If creativity can be defined as
the ability to perceive everyday sights and
re-
^harles Miles, Indian and Eskimo Artifacts of
North America (New York: Bonanza Books, 1963), p. 174.
2Andrew Strathern, Man as Art: New Guinea (New
York: Viking Press, 1982), pp. 1-10.
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interpret them into art, then the creative process is
directly correlated to visual perceptions or pure
seeing. I opened a book and it opened my eyes.
Fig. 1. Hopi
Fig. 2. Totem
II. COMPARISONS AND THE BOWER BIRD
Australia and New Guinea are home to the eighteen
known species of bowerbirds (Ptilonorhynchidae) , a
cousin to the Bird of
Paradise.1
The bowerbird is a
skilled architect, exterior decorator, painter and
mimic. The bower he creates is not a nest; it is the
focal point of his territory where he will court his
mate. Not much is known of the bowerbird as he is a
shy bird who lives in isolated areas. Research that
has been done has shown the following:
The male bower bird carefully selects an area
on the forest floor and meticulously clears a
section of the ground one meter square. With
the, chosen site clear of unwanted debris he
is ready to begin construction.
The gathering of straight twigs twelve inches
in length is the next task. As he gathers
them he begins a narrow corridor by standing
the twigs in two parallel rows. Once these
two walls or the
"bower"
are built his next
task is to decorate it with specifically-
selected, colored found objects.
The objects may number in the hundreds to the
thousands and consist of brightly
colored2
Philip Green, "The Satin Bower bird: Australia's
Feathered
Playboy," National Geographic 152 (December
1977): 6.
2Norman Chaffer, "Australia's Amazing Bower birds,"
National Geographic 120 (December 1961) ; 6.
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and glittering objects such as: bleached
bones, pebbles, colored glass, screws, wire,
bottle caps, copper cartridge cases, buckles,
jewelry, bird feathers, and flowers. It
doesn't seem to matter what the object is; it
is only the color that seems to matter.
As the objects are brought back to the bower,
they are purposefully arranged on and around
the wall of sticks. Constantly fussing, re
arranging and trying new combinations, the
found object becomes a crucial element in the
drama .
Some species paint the inside of the bower
using charcoal mixed with saliva or
blueberries. The bird uses a piece of bark
as a palette, mixed the ground up berry or
charcoal with saliva and ground up bark and
paints. He then adds lichen, moss and
flowers to complete the landscaping.
The objects themselves and their arrangement
are the means through which the male bower
birds of New Guinea and Australia attract the
female species for
mating.1
Of more interest is the fact that although the
work process or ritual of the male bower bird is
largely related to the courtship ceremony, these birds
have been seen working on the bower weeks before mating
season, continuing long after mating has taken place.
Paul Barruel, in describing the rituals of making and
maintaining the bower bird's bower states:
"Not much is known of the details of these
manifestations and their interpretation is
difficult; it has been suggested that
the2
Shaffer, Australia's Amazing Bower birds, pp. 869-
70.
2Paul Barruel, Birds of the World (New Oxford
University Press, 1973, p. 23.
construction of a bower is not entirely
governed by a sexual stimulus, but is a kind
of play which might even be described as
1
pre-aesthet ic ' . "
1
The more I read about the rituals of the bower
birds, the more I realized that although we are
motivated by different drives and although we create
for different reasons, there is a marked similarity
between these birds work processes and my own. Like
the bower bird I am very territorial and need a
private, isolated space in which to work. After my
space is prepared there is a mental and spiritual
cleansing that occurs before work can begin. The
framework of my sculptures or stretching of canvas is
like the frame of my bower. Then the endless search
for raw material, found objects from my environment.
And, finally, the arranging and rearranging of those
elements into a composition that seems just right.
It was the resourcefulness of the bower bird that
first attracted me. Whether the bower bird lives near
man or far away from him, he utilizes whatever
brightly-colored, glittering objects are available in
his environment. How does the bower bird choose one
object above another? I walked the city streets
looking at found objects with a new eye, attempting to
understand my own process of selectivity. What
1Barruel, Birds of the World, p. 23
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aesthetic judgement took place? Why did I pick up one
object and not another? Back in the studio with my
clutch of treasures the process of transmogrification
begins to take matter (in this case found objects) and
by its rearrangement change it into something with new
meaning.
Yes, I have always felt good about myself v/hen
making something. Whether it was in the beginning idea
stage, the initial spark and direction in which to
move; the actual work process and all the infinite
combinations that arise and unintentionally surprise me
while working with hands, eyes and materials; or that
final moment when the piece has evolved to completion
and something is now in the world that had never been
there before.
The comparison between the bower bird and myself
provided the inspiration for the bower bird series
exhibited at the thesis show. It also led to the
formation of many questions. What is art? What should
art be used for? When does art become art? What are
the motives behind creation?
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Fig. 3. Bower bird I
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Fig. /+. Bower bird II
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Fig. 5. Bower bird III
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Fig. 6. Birdman
III. THE INFLUENCE OF CONTEMPORARY MASTERS
The question "what is art" met with new
challenges and new solutions in the early 1900s.
Sharing their ideas, inspirations and work with one
another George Braque and Pablo Picasso were
synchronized in a competitive, cooperative, artistic
spirit and together opened the doors to a new way of
seeing, Cubism. In the spring of 1912, while painting
a Cubist still life, Picasso "affixed a piece of
oilcloth, printed to simulate chair caning onto his
painting. This was the first collage, or pasting made
by a contemporary
master"
. At around the same time
Braque countered this innovative approach by gluing
newspaper letters onto his
canvas'
surface.1
Guillaume Apollinaire writes in his 1913 defense
of the Cubist painters:
"You may paint with whatever materials you
please, with pipes or postage stamps,
postcards or playing cards, candelabra,
pieces of oilcloth, collars, printed paper,
newspaper.
"
1William Seitz, The Art of Assemblage (New York:
Doubleday, 1961), p. 1-2.
2William Seitz, The Art of Assemblage, p. 14.
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Given this new freedom, paint in and of itself,
became less and less important; the object or
recombination of objects became the message.
Schwitter's collage paintings and Kienholz and his
found-object environments continued to widen the gap
between traditional painting and the relatively new
notion of what painting could be. With the work of
Rauschenberg
'
s combine paintings, the line between
painting and sculpture blurred. Now paintings could
have three-dimensional elements within them or they
could be taken to the logical conclusion of becoming a
freestanding form, existing in real
space.1
In the Spring of 1969 an unresolved early canvas
of my own was about to join the ranks of
"collage" in
homage to the first collage of 1912. It was a
breakthrough canvas for me. The addition of newspaper
altered the pristine canvas surface that had been
reserved for the illusions of paint. The years that
followed were filled with increased exposure to modern
artists as well as increased experimentation in my art
work.
My mood as I entered my first year of graduate
work is summed up by William Seitz:
"It would be absurd to suggest that the shift
from oil painting to Marcel DuChamp's ready
mades, Rauschenberg
'
s combine paintings could
William Seitz, The Art of Assemblage, p. 6,
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have been extrapolated on the basis of
Picasso's Still Life with Chair Caning. Yet
it must be conceded that by the introduction
of a bit of oilcloth and a length of rope,
the sacrosanctness of the oil medium suffered
a blow that was as deadly as it was deft, and
that the three-dimensional construction's of
Picasso, Tutlin and others who followed
challenged the accepted criteria of sculpture
even more overtly."
In my artwork the movement toward found-object
sculptural paintings and painted sculptures has been
very rewarding, the best of two worlds. (See
Illustrations 1-5 and 11) .
1William Seitz, The Art of Assemblage, p. 23
III. CREATIVITY AND THE CITY STREETS
Creativity is an energy, a source of power. It
is creativity which allows us to be flexible and
innovative within a given set of circumstances. Being
aware of its presence and finding your own way of
tapping into it is the key to having it become a part
of your work. We all have its power and we all have
our individual ways of drawing from it. And yet, over
time, (with the acquired baggage of knowledge,
inhibitions, preconceptions, acquired norms...) the
tubing that leads to the creative reservoir becomes
constricted and confined, diminishing the creative flow
to a trickle. So how does one remain open to the state
of mind that is a way of living (to live creatively) .
In my work immediacy and aggressive interaction
with materials at hand initiate a sense of rapport
between me and the creative process. A dialogue is
started and through this push and pull, give and take,
a sort of friction heat is generated and a channel is
burned-in allowing the creative energy a current to
ride on. For me spontaneity is a link, a path to
creative energy. The more I seek creative energy, the
18
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easier it is to find.
When I shifted my vision from the found object
on
the street to the street itself, I started seeing
shape, form, color and balance; all the elements of art
were right there under my feet. Each selected vision
suggested another and the awareness grew and I believe
at that moment I became more visually conscious than
ever before. Perceptual awareness seemed to expand
exponentially.
The medium in which we choose to work always
poses its own possibilities and limitations and in a
way dictates to a degree how we work and the way in
which we channel creative energy. Photography was the
means to isolate (crop) each vision into a flat,
rectangular format. It has helped me simplify imagery
and focus my vision. Photography has balanced the
humorous side of my work with a solemn, more reserved
quality.
In the graduate thesis show the photographs from
the series, "City
Streets"
attempted to transmogrify my
immediate surroundings within the context of the city
and to share with its viewers the possibilities of
extended powers of perception. . .making the ordinary
extraordinary .
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Fig* 7. City Streets I
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Fig. 8. City Streets II
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Fig. 9. City Streets III
23
Fig. 10. City Streets
IV
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Fig. 11. He spoke but no one heard
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transmogrify: to change or alter greatly and often
with grotesque or humorous effect.
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